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CHAPTER I 
STATEMENT OF PURPOSE 
The City of Effingham has long benefited from it ' s  
location at the junction of two major U . S .  Highways and 
' 
Railroads . They are u.s. Highways 40 and 45 and the 
Penn-central and Illinois Central Railroads. The construe-
tion of the Interstate Highway Program by the Federal 
Goverrunen.t h�s further enhanced the location of Effingham. 
Two highways , Interstates 57 and 70 ·loop the City 
of Effingham and travet•se ·the County of Effingham in the 
foul' cardinal directions. This study is ari attempt to 
determine the impact of Interstates 57 and 70 on certain 
aspects of the economy of the City of Effingham. Service 
type businesses and industry will serve as the primary 
focus. A secondary interest will be the financial in­
stitutions and their apparent growth. 
A survey of service firms will be inade. These 
questions will be analyzeda What pel'cent o:f these :fil"ms 
have closed 01• relocated as a result of the Inte1•state 
Progi•am? Has the type of patron changed and to what 
extent? What percent. o:f the jobs related to the Inte1•­
etate in the service type businesses ai•e new? What pe1·­
cent ot the jo'be ·a1•e filled by local wo1•ke1•e? How have 
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busineeees ad.justed and changed as a result of the 
Interstate Syat·em of transportation? 
An attempt will be made to determine to what degree 
the Interstate Program has affected the industrial area.  
What type of products are shipped by rail and truck? 
Has the percent shipped changed? Have new jobs been creat­
ed? What percent of these jobs are filled by local labor? 
Do the new jobs require new skills? 
In the field of finance there is renewed activity. 
An effort will be made to resolve the extent of this 
activity. What percent of �he business is based on the 
Interstates? · Has the Interstate Program been a major 
factor >.n the expansion of these businesses and if so to 
what . degree? How have these businesses projected their 
future with regard to the future of Effingham? 
Data for this study have been collected by the author 
in an actual su1•vey of each type of business through 
field work and interviews . In ·cases whe1•e the data is 
not original it is prope1•ly documented. 
CHAPTER I I  
MOTELS IN EFFINGHAM 
Effingham, Illinois is located at the intersection 
of two major United States Highways . U . S .  Highway 40, 
· .. The Old National Trail" , paralleled by the Penn-Central 
Railroad , (formerly the Pennsylvania Railroad ) traverses 
Effingham County from east to west . It is steeped in 
Unit�d. States History and has long been a major trans­
continental east-west route .  Effingham lies approximately 
midway between St. Louis,  Missouri and Indianapolis , Indiana, 
a distance of approximately 240 miles. Effingham , sometime 
ago became a: one day ' s  journey and thus a stop-over for 
tourists and commercial traffic in the early days of . 
automobile travel. ( Fig. 2-1) 
. U . S .  Highway 45 parallels the Illinois Central Rail­
road and has been a major route for north-south ti•affic 
almost since the advent of the automobile. Traffic from 
Chicago and other northeastern cities of Illinois was 
channeled south along U.S . Highway 45 and returned north 
· along the same route prior to the construction of Inter­
state Highway 57� ( Fig. 2-1 ) Illinois Highway 37 co�ncides 
with U . S .  Highway 45 from their junction in Effingham to 
a point 7 miles south of Effingham where Illinois 37 becomes 
a sepa1•ate uoute. ( Fig. 2-l) Second8.l"Y traffic of a 
.. 4 ... 
Fig.· 2-1 
FEDERAL AND STATE 
HIGHWAYS PASSING 
THROUGH EFFINGHAM 
CdUNTY AND 
INTERSECTING 
AT EFFINGHAM 
ST . LOUIS, 
MISSOURI 
DECATUR 
CHICAGO 
us 45 
. TERRE H UTE 
INDIANA 
ILL JJ 
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I 
locAl nature also followed a nol'th-south route along 
I 
Illinois Hi�hway J J .  (Fig 2-1) 
Patterns of traffic developed. along these highways . 
( Fig. 2-2 Overlay l )  This traffic was very influential 
. in the development of various types of businesses.  Motel 
owners built their businesses. adjacent to these highways .  
( Fig 2-J Overlay 1) 
Effingham has been a �crossroads" for east-west , north­
south traffic fo1• many decades . The people pride themselves 
in calling the it• community the " Heart of the USA " .  With 
the advent of the Interstate Highway System in 1960 , 
Effin�ham Ap:ain becB.me a "crossroads". Interstate Highways 
S? and 70 intersect at EffinghB.m and loop the city to the 
north and west for one half the perimeter of the city . 
( Fig. 2-4) Interstate Highway 57 carries north-south 
bound trAfficc while Interstate 70 carries east-west bound 
traffic . ( Fig. 2-S) The intersection of these two In­
terstate Highways places Effingham in a rathe1• unique · 
position. Wi.thin the State of Illinois there are only 
five points 1'Jt which two or mol'e Interstate Highways in­
tersect. These points are Bloomington, Champaign-Urbana , 
Rock Island-Moline , . Mt . Ve1•non, and Effingham. ( Fig. 2-5) 
Effingham is the smallest of the five named cities . The 
metropolitan a1•eas of Chicago and E. St . Louis• Illinois 
and St . Louis , Missouri are not included .  The size of 
these two at•e.aa would i•esult in mo1•e ·,than one Inte1•state 
Highway. 
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Fig. 2-4 - FEDERAL ANS STATE HIGHWAYS IN AND AROUND E1''FINGHAfv1 
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· The initiation of the'-interstate Highway System by, the 
Federal Gove1�nment resulted in a shift of the traffic 
patterns which· had developed on U.S . Highways 40 and 45 
and Illinois1Highways JJ and J7. ( Fig. 2-6 and Fig. 2-2 
. Overlay 2 )  .'J'his shift of traffic resulted in a notice-
able change ·�n the location of motels. ( Fig. 2-J Overlay 2 )  
Before 1965 the heaviest traffic of the three arteries was 
on U . S .  Highway 40. East-wes� traffic has always been 
heavier in .the Effingham area. · The "western movement " 
of :the Uni te4 . States accounts for a heavier volume . The 
large population ·of the East found the centrally located 
u.s, Highway 40 the easiest route for travelling west . 
North-south traffic was generated primarily by the C ity 
of Chicago . The north-south traffic was probably not 
see�ing ovet-night lodging. 
Owlllers of motels are well aware' of the fact that their 
·particular type Of business depends on tourists and sales­
men . This is-reflected in the fact that seven of the 
eight motelslin Effingham prior to the . coming o:f Interstates 
57 �nd 70 wet•e located alo�g U . S .  Highway 40 . ( Fig. 2-J 
Overlay.l )  Since the construction of the Interstates the 
smallest of these has closed. The one motel not located 
on v.s. Highway 40 was located on U . S .  Highway 45 and 
Illinois Highway J7. ( Fig 2-J Ove1·lay 1 )  It too has 
closed since! the const1•uction of the Inte1•states. This1 
partioula1• m�tel was too 1•emote f'1•om: the new traffic patte1"ns-. 
It was difficult fo1• Interstate tou1•ists to seek out this 
motel. Adding to th• plight of this · owne1• was ino1•eaaed 
-12-
Fig. 2-7 - BFFINGHAM•s INDUSTRIAL AREA 
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local traffic generated by Effingham�s industrial area. 
There were 4· firms in the industrial1area before 1965. 
By 1970 this�number had increased to seven . ( Fig 2-7) 
Greater traffic volume resulted in s�vere congestion du1·ing the 
rush hours. 11 
Illinoi� Highway 33 is a "local, highway" .  It is used 
as a means to connect the several smaller c ommunities with 
Effingham. There are no large .cities located along Ill.inois 
. 
Highway JJ and it ' s  terminals are within the State of Illinois. 
Illinois Highway 33 has terminals at the Wabash Rivet• to 
the,east and the jun�tion of Illinois Highway 33 and I llinois 
Highway 128 ·at Beecher C ity to the west. Traffic increases 
as shown in ·Figure 2-6 are proba'bly accounted for in 
Effingham ' s  1growth.  There were no motels .located .along 
Illinois Highway Jj othe1• than at a · junction with another 
highway• (?ig 2-J Overlay 1 )  
Prior to the construction of the Interstates,  motels 
wer� generally owned ancl operated by1 individuals 01• as a 
fam.ily opera!tion and were a small business. Prior to 1960 
in Effingham, a total of 10 persons were employed by motels� 
Of the 10 persons employ�d only J were full time . These full · 
time employees were women . (Fig. 2•8) Being a small 
operation the owner was able to do t1he work and in cases 
��ere it was1 a family operati?n ,  help from within the family 
�as . called· upon. The ve17 natu1•e of the motel business de-
. . 
mands cleanliness. Therefore most of the jobs in the motel 
. .. 
b��iness required female help. As is the case in soma •busi-
n�sses , wom•n wo1•k for less pay. These women wo1•k as cl.eaning 
-14-
Fig. ,2-8 - NUMBER OF MOTEL JOBS 
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me.ids on a part time basis. It has ·been the custom fo1•' · 
women to pet.•form this kind of work . • 
Normal 'maintenance o·f the small typical motel was ' 
performed by the owner operator. Part time maintenance: jobs 
for· men wert!· not ·available . . 
.· . 
The owne1·� Qperator did his' own 
painting, plumbing, elect1•ical wo1•k , and landscaping. 
When the maintenance became a majo1• job , outside help 
was called in . Each owner was not necessal'ily skilled in 
identical maintenance capabilities. -Items reqtP.ring outside 
help tot• one: owne1• need not be the same items for other 
owners . ( Ftg 2-8) 
In the. 1950' s • the Federal Interstate Program was 
initiated. ·The Program was diyide.d into stages nationally . ,  
As funds became available , wot•k was :started and completed. 
The two Inte1•state Highways looping Effingham were completed 
in ) distinct stages. ( Fig. 2-9 ) As each of these stages 
was completeti , a corresponding bhangt! in traffic may be · 
·noted. · (Fig .  2-6) 
The fiust stage of I-70 was a mere 5 miles in length • 
• 
This particulat• "stretch" of highway· eliminated some very 
dan��l'OU$ ·S�ctions of U . S .  Highway 40 between Effingham and 
Altamont . After a period of 5 years I-?O was extended to 
the west. Stage 2 of the . loop around Effingham was a 
continuation· of Stage 1 ina northerly and easterly direction. 
It ·was of na1 pa1•ticulat·" value except to p1•ovide a by-pass 
around f:ffingham on a no1·t·h�south d1•4. ve . This stage ended 
at the junc�ton of u.s·. Highway 45 • . ( Fig. · 2-9 ) 
Fig. 2-9 
lat Stage 
'"'"''" 
'• 
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The third stage of the Interst�tee loop continued to 
the East. J;t tet'minated at the boundary of District 7 .  
Department o'f Highways , State of I l�inois, approximatelr 
10 miles east of Effingham . Thie bqunda1•y coincides wi�h 
the bounda1·�es of Effingham, Cumberland , and Jasper Coupties. 
( Fig. 2·9) 
The east-west traffic on U . S .  Highway 4 0  with the I 
additional traffic of U . S .  Highway 45 gave Effingham advantages 
for business . .With the two Interstate· Highways super-im-
. posed on the existing tra.ffic pattevn, a drastic effect ·on 
the motel b4siness took place as will be indicated in the 
pages whicht1ollow . The two highwa�s gave rise to an e��. 
p.ected increase or decrease in traffic count from 1953 to 
1971. After 1965 the greater part of this count was lopal 
traffic . l Interstates 57 and 70 increased traffic count 
from 5;600 in 1965 to 12 , 500 in 1971. ( Fig. 2-6: ) Patterns 
• I 
of north-so�th and east-west traffic remained as in the past. 
only with greater volume . The pattern simply shifted to 
the area of �the Interstates. (·Fig. ,.2-2 Overlays 1 and 2 )  
. Interchange #1 ( Fayette Avenue ) ( Fig. 2-10 ) is the site 
of the •Holid�y Inn and Travelodge M�tels. They are situated 
diagonally from each other . The Holiday Inn was the first 
of the four . chain motels to establish it' s business in • 
Effingham. :It' s location on· Fayette Avenue proves to be 
advantageoutS . (Fig. 2-J Ove1•lay 2 )  : East and no1•th bo'und 
l .  te or 
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tt'affio exiting here at'e forced to pass the Holiday Inn. 
Physically , the motel is situa-S:ed. so that a motorist sees 
the motel as· an exit is made . Approaches to the motel are 
located enroute into the city and th& approaches are well 
mat'ked . 
The · Hoii.day Inn has enjoyed s.uccess. It's location· 
on an a1•tery' of heavy tra�fic plus the national advertising 
of the fi.1111 gi yes the tourists advance int'o1111atio� about 
the mote l ' s  �ocation , size and c�nvenience s .  The Holiday 
Inn has added 50 additional . units since it's original con­
struction . 1'hese 50 units amount to a 58% increase over 
the Ol'iginal·oonstruction.of the mot&l .  At the time of the 
Holiday Inn's inception in Effingham� the home office of 
Holiday Inn in Memphis , Tennessee tried. to discourage the 
applicants for a franchise . The home office apparently con• 
sidered a city the size of Effinghamlunable to support a 
Holiday· Inn .• Since that time this particular "type Qf think­
ing" has bec�me a "family" jo�e among the officials of 
Holiday Inn , •  Inc . 2 
Travelottge Motel is situated diagonally across Inter-
. .. 
change #1 ( Fig 2-J Overlay 2 )  from the Holiday Inn. 
This particular motel was built by the Quality Motel Chain. 
It was purchased by the Travelodge Firm in 1969. Compai•ed 
to the (location of the Holiday Inn, 'l'ravelodge is at a 
disadvantage� It is more i•eadily ·available fo1• west and 
2 .  · . Intervi�w with Mt•s . Beachler, Ipnkeepe1•, Holiday Inn, 
Effingham, Illinois , June , 1970 
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Pig. 2-10 - EPPINGHAM'S THREE INTERCHANGES I I. 
INTERCHANGE II 2 
Interstates 51 and 70 
INTERCHAfiGE II l 
INTERCHANGE II J 
Illinois 
JJI 
us,4o 
us 4S 
111.nois 
JJ 
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south bound �ouriste. However, the Fayette Avenue overP,ass 
prevents the , tourists from seeing th' motel itself until 
they hftv� �one pnat their only exit . Enat nnd north bound 
travellere have an excellent view o! the motel, but it is 
on the opposite side of the highway . As the approach to 
the Holiday Inn is located enroute to the city , the 
Travelodge entrance is located on what appears to be a 
rural 1•oad. In fact , if a tourist would continue on past 
the entrance, he would indeed be confronted with a rural 
road . To what extent this has on the business of Travelodge I 
could not be.determined .  One aspect of this location would 
be quieter a1•ea � All traffic except the rural traffic exiting 
on Interchange #1 must pass the Holiday Inn. 
Interchange #2 ( Illinois Highway JJ) (Fig. 2-10) i s  the 
site of · J motels , The Ramada Inn, The Best Weste1on and The 
Sleepy Hollow. ( Fig. 2-J Overlay 2 )  The Ramada Inn has 
grown to become Effingham' s  largest motel • •  The owners of 
the Ramada Inn recently completed 70"units to c omplement 
the original180 units. This amounts · to an· 871% increase 
in the capacity of the motel. 
The Ramada Inn 1.s but one · part 9f a complex of business 
on Interchange #2 . In addition �o the motel,  there is a 
bowling alley, a driving range for golfers and putt-putt 
golf course�' 'Tourists staying at the :·Ramada Inn would find 
these busines·ses a bit crowded .  The bowling alley is the 
only one in Effingham and it caters '\o local bowle1•s th1•ough 
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league bowling. The 'golfing activiti�s ai•e more readily 
available . N.�arby is what many people consider the area •  s 
·' 
finest packa�� liquo1•· store . The entire comples is owne? 
by a former mayor of Effingham. 
The Best Western is locate·d across Illinois Highway JJ 
from the Ramada Inn. (Fig. 2-J Overlay 2 )  Best Western is 
the smallest oC• the four chain motels in the city. The 
owner is quite aware of the possibilities in the motel 
business in Effingham . The. Best Western is the third motel 
he has built and operated. The first of his motels was 
situated on u·.s . Highway 40. This motel was the first motel 
to greet the -east bound traveller in Effingham. ( Fig. 2-J 
Overlay · 1 )  When Stage 2 of the Interstates was completed, 
this owner built what is now the only motel on Interchange 
#J . ( U . S .  Hiighway 45) ( Fig. 2-10) Being an enterprising 
individual he extended the �ity water lines to his prope1-ty. 
However , as the Interstate Program continued and more traf­
fic gt'lf.dually proceeded to use the Interstates it became ap­
parent that Interchange #2 had definite advantages ove1• 
Interchange #J. In addition to being in the vicinity of 
the Rn.rnn.dn Inn oomplex w\th it ' s  1•001·01\\tionnl 1u•eao, 
Interchange /12 has bette1• exits and entrances.  
The three interchanges of· Effingham have distinctive 
cha1•acte1•istlcs .  In the opinion of this wt•i ter, Inte1•change 
#2 is best. : It is well developed .  The1•e ai•e no hills or 
la1•ge s�1·eams to break the topogi•aphy. It junctions with 
Illinois Highway )). Inte1•ohange #1 . ae has been p1•eviously 
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stated ls junctioned with a rural road . This would tend to 
reduce the local traffic . Int.erchange #J is junctioned witp 
U . S .  Highway 45 but the terrain· is b1,•oken and 1 t butts up 
I 
to the Illln�is Central Railroad and is blocked from expansion 
" 
in th�t direction by the railroad . 
Interch�nge #2 ls the intersection of I-51 and 70 and 
Illinois Highway )J.  Illinois Highway JJ is the main route 
to Lake Sara. In addition to the local t1•affic generated 
by the bowlipg and golfing of the Ramada Inn complex the 
traffic to and from Lake Sara probably accounts for some of 
the heavier ·traffic as is indicated on Figure 2-2 • Overlay 
l and 2 and Figure 2-6 but is un1•elated to the motels. 
Interchange #2 has one definite disadvantage at the p1•esent 
time . Local · tl'af'fic going to and f1•om: Lake Sal'a and the , 
Bowling alley, togethe1• with the trucks entering and leaving 
the Intersta'te to take advantage of the two truck stops· , 
have produced, what at :t.imes is a monumental ti•affic hazard . 
For tho·se tourists and truckers awaue of this• a better 
exit can be rmade at Interchange #1. · (Fayette Avenue) ·· 
Interchange #1 is probably the second best. Although 
it ls older from the standpoint of development, it doee 
not have the, good gene1•al features of Interchange #2 . 
Interstates 57 and 70 are lower at t•his point making al� 
around observation difficult . Visibility fo1• east and no1•th 
bound t�·affic is bette1• than for tourists who are west 01• 
south bound .1 Fayette Avenue leads into a 1•u1•al i•oad an:d 
. . . 
: this tends "° eliminate a c1•ia8-c'roesing of trattio. 
I 
Interchange #'s l and 2 have bo�h become complexes of 
business. This will ·be developed in . more detail as the� 
reade1• progi•esses with the chapter o� se1'Vice stations. 
Interchange #J has fewer advantljlges .  I t  is situat�d 
near a �·ailr1oad, ( Illinois Central) 9n �roken gi•ound . Any 
development :�� the west is blocked br the railroad . This I 
of course would be an obstacle to a business . In crossing 
U . S .  Highway 45 and the railroad with Interstates 57 and 70, 
State Engineers built a rather high bridge. The app1:oaches 
to this bridge are long. Th� .�urrour;iding area is b1•oken 
by a stream . Less than J/4 of a mile to the east of this 
Interchange,. I-57 proceeds nort� and I-70 proceeds east • 
. T�·aveling at turnpike �peed, a dri ve-r not familiar with this 
situation, ��pecially west and south, bound, the Interchange 
is approache� much 1Jlo ·rapidly to negotiate an exit to 
ta)te advantage of any set'Vices offered at that location. 1 
The chain motels are larger and! usually offer more· 
services than the smaller motels of the area. All have: 
swimming poo�e. Each of the chain mptele has a resturant 
in the· motel or has a restaurant located nea1•by. The largest 
two of the fout• chai!-1 motels offe1• convention delegates. 
sleeping facilities. In ad�.ition to1 sleeping facilities 
the�e two moit;ele .can accomodate .. up tp )50 persons fot' d.ining 
. I 
at•rangements1 . This is especially true for- organizat.ions 
within the State of Illinois . 
1 .  T1•af'f'lc1 Enginee1•, Distric ? , Depal'tment of Highways, 
State of Illinois, Effingham, Illinois 
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The motels of Effingham accomodate thei1• patrons in a 
variety of ways� A ·ba1• or .lounge is usually in the motel 
. . 
or thel'e is a bar nearby• Si�ce ·1969 these bars have the 
option to stay open seven days a wee�:. The chain motels· 
offer advance'. 1•eservation services ttirough their parent 
organization.r The chain motels offe1'1· transpo1•tation to 
and from the Effingham County Airport. Union Depot and the 
Gi�eyhound Post House • 
. . 
In the past•· se1•vice to the airport has been rest1•icted 
to pat1•one flying the.ir own craft . Effingham at the present 
time is not s�rviced by any commercia·l air.line . However, 
in the recent past the Federal"and State Governments have 
given a grant: .to  .the Effingham Airpov.t Commission to im­
prove :facili ti�.s . · Hopefully comme1•cial air service will 
then be supplied. With commercial air service on a 
regular basis! the motels of Effinghain will become even more 
attractive as· a location for convention . 
In addi�ion to the chain motels, two smaller motels1 
were establie:hed at the Interchanges : of Effingham after 
196.5. · One , Sleepy Hollow, is located at Interchange #2. 
( Ill1nois Highway JJ). (Fig. 2-10 ) It is the smaller of , 
the two non-c·hain motels located on the Interchanges .  
Sleepy Hollow offe1•s sleeping accomoqations only. Situated 
as it is, this motel has beco�e a sat:elli te to the two la1·g­
e1• motels on r1Inte1•change #2 . The moiel is usually filled 
to c.apacity clu1•ing "Motel. Season" . ( Motel Season t•uns ft•om 
app1•oxima.tely May 15 to app1•oximately Septembe1• 15 each. 
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year. ) 
During "Motel Season" Effingham motels fill to 95-
;: I' 
100% capacity each evening except Sunday evening . There ai•e 
r' I. 
no absolute �xplanations for this fa7it .  One hundred pe·1:-
cel'.lt of the motel owners and managers interviewed did 
agree that a probable explanation exists.  Salesmen, repre-
Ii t' ., I 
senting a la1•ge percent of patrons , apparently do not travel 
. 
on Sunday . Tourists do not begin to travel on Sunday. 
I ·  
If' the tourists are homeward ·bound , they drive through to 
b& home fo1• Monday morning . 1 
I •  
· The sec�nd of the two smaller motels is located at 
Interchal'_lge �J .  (U . S .  Highway 45) <rig. 2-10) It was built 
by an owne1• who had operated a motel: on U . S .  Highway 40 . 
His was the first motel encountered in Effingham by east 
bound moto1•ists as previously stated� (Fig . 2-J Overlay l )  ' � j I. 1 , 
This owner sold the motel on U . S .  Highway 40 , the "Abe 
Lincoln" and"built "Lincoln Lodge" . (Fig . 2-J Overlay 2)" 
This owner not only changed the ··location of his business 
but also increased the business in size t1·om 14 uni ts to 
26 units. (Fig. 2-11.) 
Lincoln,·i Lodge is the only motel1· on Interchange #J. 
·A small . business complex has develop�d. In addition to the 
motel,  a res�aurant and two service •tations are looatec;l 
at the Inter�hange . Apparently the Qwners of the motel,,and 
restaurant do not feel . a ba1• 01• lounge ia necessai•y as none 
1. Inte1"Yi�w with M1•s . Beachle1• , Innkeepe1• , Holiday Inn, 
June , 1970 
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is 1•eadily available. The nea1•est lounge is one mile 
away . at. �he .
�ity limits of Effingham� 
Paradis., Inn. bull t since the construction of the 
Interstates ls not located on an Int�l'chan.
ge. ( Fig. 2-� 
Overlay 2) Pat•adiee Inn is easy to locate: Toul'ists 
I ' I 
exiting on I�te1•change #1 need only �o follow Payette Avenue . 
Paradise Inn, is lees than J/4 mile from Interchange #1. 
I I ' 
Befoi•e :the contruction of the Interstates around 
II 
Effingham the owner of Paradise Inn owned a motel, ( Villa 
Inn) on u . s . ·Highway 40 at Effingham's eastern limits .  
Anticipating· a shift in traffic flow.when I-.57 and 70 were 
completed, h� sold Villa Inn to the motel's present owners 
and bull t Pai!•adise Inn. Paradise Inn is hindered very little ! I 
by it's dist'11oe (J/4 mile) f�·om·the-� Interstates .  It. does 
however hav:er;di1•ect access to 'the Interstates. 
Motel�owt:lers who were in business prior to the Inter­
states tiave h�q t·o change business methods. The ownere 
of these older motels have attemptedrto attract guests by 
sevel'al methods . Lower room rates are usually offered. 
The more distant the motel fl'om the Interstates the lower 
the room rattts . "Discount rate" ie lodging for six nights 
I 
that need no� be consecutive and therseventh night of lodg-
ing 1·s free.  n For a salesmen, this type arrangement could 
be Diost beneficial. If Effingham is 11  his stop ove1• once ·a 
I 
week, eye1•y .-eventh week would be f'r'e lodging, 
Distance t1•om the Inte1•state Inte1•changes appa1•ently 
le a taoto1• in tou1•ist ti•ade •. The owne1•a ot motels which 
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Fig. 2-11 MOTELS ( NAME AND· SIZE) IN EFFINGHAM , ILLINOIS 
AS OP JUNE 1, 1971 
MOTEL NUMBER OF UN ITS 
Villa Inn 27 
Abe Lincoln Motel 
Uptown Motel 
Clover Leaf Motel 
Midway Courts 
Total Number of units in motels 
built befot•e construction of 
the Inte1•atates 
Ramada Inn 
Holiday Inn 
'fravelodge 
Best We·sternl 
Lincoln Lodge 
Sleepy Hollow 
Paradis·e Inn: 
Total Number of units in motels 
·built after construction of the 
Interstates. 
Grand Total of Motel Units Open 
in Effingham, Illinois as of 
June 1, 1971 
16 
14 
6 
12 
86 
150 
1J6 
65 
40 
26 
24 
27 
468 
554 
Data• Source 1 Personal physical survey by the autho:i• 
and interviews with motel owners and 
managet•s, Ju,ne, 1971 
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are farthere"t. f1�om the Interchanges are the last to fi1rl 
• •  
thai1• units. � These owners rarely fif,l their• units in t};le 
"off" e�asonr In the case of Effingqam motels, the possi­
bility ot attracting more gilests exi,ts . A good brochure 
depicting th'l location of the older 1'otels in relation to 
the Intersta�es and the ease of 1·e·-ent1•y onto the Interstates 
would be helpful. 
· · East an4 west bound traffic would be especially sus­
ceptible to such information. An in�erchange at Montro�e, 
Illinois is directly related to this type of advertisement. 
( Fig. 2•12 ) ,, ,, 
In·addition to "being off the b�aten track" the owners 
• 
of these older motels lack the extra jiservices offered by 
the owne.rs of the new motels. Restaq1•ants , bars or lounges, 
car services"and advance reservations are not offered by the 
owners of olfier motels. The glamour of the new motels 
could be classified as an int�ngiblelextra. Owners of older 
motels located in surroundings of leas appeal would find 
it difficult 1lto compete with this sort of atmosphe1·e. 
Effingham is a city of approximately 10,000 population 
and yet ther• are .5.54 motel units the,re . (Fig. 2-11 and 
Fig. 2-13 ) A city of this size •does ·not usually have this 
number of unlts available . Most of' these· motel units have 
been built since the construction of "Interstates .57 and 70.  
( Fig. 2�1J) !!Effingham•s geographic location between the 
two la.i•ge cities of St. Louis, Missoui•i and Indianapolis. 
Indiana !·as previously stated is -.one . h ·The long established . 
Fig. 2-12 - INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS 57 AND 70 IN EFFINGHAM 
COUNTY WITH EXITS AND ENTRANCES TO INTERSTATES 
Illinois 
J) 
EFFINGHAM'S 
THREE 
·INTERCHANGES 
I-57 
WATSON 
Illinois 
J7 
I-57 
40 
Illinois 33 
us 45 
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reputation ot · Effingham as a motel to4wn enhances new business. 
Since l�&� the number and size of motels has increased. 
Jobs have beeiome more plentiful in the motel business . 
( Fig. 2-8) Most of these jobs are related to work usually 
performed by women, the majority being cleaning jobs . New 
jobs tot• women include positions as desk clerks and recep­
tionists. Prior to the Interstates. the registration of 
gu�sts was usually performed by the owner 01• manage1• of the 
motel .  As a 1 1•esul t of advance reservations offered by the 
chain motels;  the number of duties of a desk c lerk became 
greater. Each of the four .chain motels has employed extra 
personnel :roi• these jobs. Wai tresses, cooks, and hostesses 
"are a necessity in a restaurant . There are 63 new jobs in 
this category as a result of the new·1 motel owne1·s incorporat­
ing rest�urants in their motels . The additional numbe1• of 
employees hi1red for a specific purpose such as a desk clerk 
could not be-1 determined .  Facto1•s such as the number of 
guests arriving, the time of the da)" 01• night the employee 
works and the employee's capabili tie'.15 change :t1•om motel· to 
motel.  
The number of jobs for men alsoi increased. ( Fig. 2-8) 
Howeve1•· most1 of these jobs are in tne category of managers 
of the various motel� . Because of t•he bars and lounge a in 
the motels, ibai•tenders we1•e needed alnd this created new jobs 
· for men: qualified in thie field. The large1• size of the 
motels ·Called for maintenance ·men on a full time basis . 
As was ·already discussed• prio1• to the Inte1•states the , 
maintenance ,of the motels was pe1•fo1tmed by the owner ope1•ato1•. 
Pig • . 2-1) - NUMBER - PERCENT - LOCATION OF MOTEL UNITS 
BUILT IN EFFINGHAM 
· BEFORE · AFTER TOTAL 
INTE!RSTATES INTERSTATES NOW OPEN 
LOCATION NUMBER " NUMBER " NUMBER · 
us 40 92 80 2 7  . .  6 llJ 
us 45 24 . . . 20 - - 11 
ILL )) 6 5 - - 6 
" '. 
� 
. . .. I-57 r. 441 94 441 
AND 70 � ·� ,, 
DATA sooRbE 1  lNTERVIEW WITH MOTEL OWNERS AND MANAGERS, 
JUNE 1971 
" ,. . .  
2 0  
-
-
80 
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. The rise in the number �f ··j obs in motels brought an 
increase in the amQunt of money motels brought into the 
economy of Effingham . . -.The· jobs .do not all pay the same 
rate . Using $1. 60 an hou1•. as  an average base fot• all motel 
jobs and applying the following formula, the amount of money 
generated by motel employees can be found. 
®l · 60 per hou1• · x 5 days per week X 52 weeks per yea1•. X hours per day 
the number or employees eqqals the amount of inoney motel 
employees earn i� a yea1· . 
� I 
Prio1• to the Interstates there was a total of J fu.11 » · 
time jobs for women and none .for men. In the past there 
' 
were 6 part 'time jobs fo1• women and 1 for a man . Using a 
part time employee as l of time, the total number of full 
'\ • 11 
time jobs is . -increased to 7.  Applying the given formula, 
. . . 
a total of $2J ,  996. 00 was eat�ned by motel employees in the 
' 
past .in· a gi·ven year . . 
In the "Effingham area today this picture has changed .  
There are 140 women and 2 2  men ga�nfully employed full time 
in the motel business. Part time jobs are filled by 21 
· women and 7 · imen. {Fig. 2-8) Again -counting part time · jobs 
as t of a full time job the numbe1• of full time jobs inc1•eases 
to 176 � This is approximately eq�al to the numbe1• of em-
I 
ployees in �he Illinois Glpve Co . to be discussed in the 
chapte1• on indust1-y . 
Applying the fot'lllula ot *l. 60 Ret• hour x S daye pei• hout•s pe1• day 
·' 
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week X 52 w"eks per year X 176 employees equals $545,792. 00 
per year. This amount is $100, 000. 00 per yea1• more than 
Booe Block Co . of the industrial side of business . Using 
the formula an increase of approximately $520,000 . 00 per 
year as seen in Figure 2-14 is realized. 
Additional money is .. brought into Effingham by the 
patrons of the motels by . their purchases. at other businesses 
such as service stations. 1•estaurants ·and retail stores • .  
' 
This sum is difficult to calculate.  However ,  it will be 
discussed 111' some depth in the chapte1• on financial inarti­
tutions in Effingham. 
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Fig. 2·14 - MONEY GENERATED BY FULL TIME MOTEL JOBS BEFORE AND 
AFTER CONSTRUCTION OP INTERSTATES 57 AND 70 
• I 
I' 
' 
- ( In Hundreds of Thousands ot Dollars) 
.. 
600,000 
500 . 000 
.. 
400,000 I 
. 
. . 
J00,000 . 
.. 
200,000 
100,000 
' 
BEFORE AFTER 
DATA SOURqE1 COMPILED BY THE AUTHOR AFTER INTERVIEW WITH 
MR .  HOLT , ILLINOIS EMPLOYMEN� SERVICE, 
RPPINGHAM, ILLIN.OIS, JUN E ,  19?_2 
CHAPTER II 
INDUSTRY IN EFFINGHAM 
Industry in Effingham consists of 15 dif:f'el'ent firms. 
Twelve of these firms were established before the Interstate 
System was constructed. The l'emaining three wel'e establish­
ed in Effingham after the Interstate System was started. 
One of these fi1"111s took advantage of Effingham'& excellent 
modes of transportation of shipping their manufactured 
p1•oducts and is a dir•ect result of the Federal Interstate 
Program . 1 The Interstate System has enla1•ged these modes. 
( Fig. 3-1) 
Eleven of the sixteen types of manufacturing listed 
in the Census Of Manufactu1•e1•s . are represented in the City 
of Effingham ·. ( Pig. J-2 ) Howeve1• some of the firms a1•a 
not large . Five of the companies . employ fewer than 15 
. .  
persons. Six companies employ 20-65 people . The five 
smaller firms are family operations or a partnership type 
business. The four largest firms employ 89. 16% of the 
. . 
workers in Hidustry. Three of the four firms have 150 to 
JOO employees with Norge e�ploying w•ll over 50% of the 
total number ·of employees in industry in Effingham : ( Fig. 
J-J) ' I  
Norge, a subsida1•y of .t.he Fedders Corporation is the 
largest of Effingham• s industries.  At the p1•esent time 
· l . Inte1•view with M1•. Robe1•t Huey, Manager of c1•oaa1•oads 
Pl•ees, June, 1971 
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Pig. )-1 - LOCATION OF EFFINGHAM INDUSTRIES RELATIVE TO 
AREA' HIGHWAYS AND RAILROADS 
.... . 
' . 
NORGE 
2 - ILLINOIS GLOVE 
� :- .BEST HOMES 
4 - BOOS BLOCK 
5 - EFFINGHAM REGRIND. 
- FEUERBORN CHURCH 
- EFF . �QUITY 
EFF-CLA-;! PS 
- GOODLIFE CHEM 
LUSTIG CABINET 
BAN TOOL 
- H . A . &' -D�. 
- B & L 
� CROSSROADS 
PRESS 
PEERLESS OF 
AMERICA 
Cutting Operation .._..-.-....;..�-... Illinois Glove 
-J?-
Pig. J-2 - TYPES OF MANUFACTURERS IN EFFIN GHAM CODED AS IN 
C ENSUS OP MANUFACTURERS FOR INDUSTRIES 
NUMBER OF 
TYPE NUMBER OF EACH EMPLOYEES 
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS 0 0 
TEXTILE MILL PRODUCTS 0 0 
APPAREL AND RELATED PRODUCTS 0 0 
" LUMBER AND WOOD PRODUCTS 2 215 
FURNITURE AND FIXTURES 2 Jl 
PAPER AND ALLIED PRODUCTS 0 0 
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING : 1 JOO 
CHEMICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS ) 118 
PETROLEUM AND ALLIED PRODUCTS ' 0 0 ' 
RUBBER AND PLNSTIC .. PRODUCTS 0 0 
LEATHER AND LEATHER PRODUCTS 1 175 
STONE , CLAY AND GLASS PRODUCTS 1 10 · 
METAL INDUSTRIES ) 1 )41 
MACHINERY ELECTRICAL 1 JO 
TRANSPORTATION l 12 
INSTRUMENTS 0 0 
TOTALS 1 5  2 2)2 
' 
-JB-
Fig. J-J - NUMBER AND PERCENT OF INDUSTRIAL JOBS IN EFFIN GHAM · 
. ( BY FIRM AND SIZE - NEW AND OLD) 
FIRMS ( OLD) If. U.l' � U.l' lt1 u.r· 1t1 ur· " JOBS OLD JOB > NEW TOTAL 
uV�tJ 
NORGE 1 J20 �9 . 80 59. 13 ,. 
. 
ILLINOIS GLOVE 175 9 . 25 7 . 84· 
" .. 
' 
6 . 72 BEST HOMES ..  150 . 7 . 99 
BOOS BiocK 65 J . 4J 2 . 91 
' 
I 
EFFINGHAM EQUITY 50 2 . 65 2 . 24-
EFFINGHAM-CLAY FS 45 2 . J7 2 . 01 
" 
FEUERBORN CHURCH 26 1 . 42 1 . 16 
GOODLIFE CHEMICAL 2J 1 . 21 l . OJ 
EFFINGHAM REGRINDING 12 . 6J . 5J • . .  
BAN . TOOL 10 . 52 .44 . .  
H . A .  &: D . L .  10 . 52 . .44 
LUST IG CABINET 5 . 26 .22  
TOTAL ( 12 )  . .  l .891 99. 95 84.67 
. . " 
FIRMS (NEW) I 
CROSSROADS PRESS JOO 87 . 97 lJ . 47 
PEERLESS OP AMERICA JO 8 . 79 l . J4 
B & L 11 J .22  . 49 . 
TOTAL ( J )  J41 99 . 98 1.5 . JO 
·GRAND TOTAL ( 15 )  2 2J2 99 . 95 99. 98 99.97 
" 
DATA SOURCE1 INTERVIEWS WITH COMPANY REPRESENTATIVES AND 
PLANT MANAGERS - JUN E ,  1971 
-
--
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Norge employs 1,)20 people . ( Fig. J�1) Employment by 
Norge. has remained constant the past few years . No lay­
offs of &.ny great size have taken place . With 1•egard to 
constant empioyment, Norge h�s been unaffected by the In­
terstates .  This firm manufactures electric�l appliances· 
of a larger 1.\'ature. such as stoves. t�efrigerators and 
air-oondi tionet•s.  
Effingham ' s excellent location 1•elati ve to the Federal 
Highways u . s .  40 and 45 plus the junction of the Illinois 
Central 1and Penn-Central Railt•oads resulted in No1•ge • s 
moving to Eff:ingham in 1945. It ' s  previous location was 
Muskegon·, Mic·higan. In 1945 Norge moved it ' s  stove division 
to Effingham '.while moving it ' s  washer and dryer division to 
Herrin, Illittois . This particulat• move gave the company 
the advantage �f having siste1• plants located on Illinois 
Highway 1 J7 and the Illinois Central Railroad. (Fig. J-4) 
Art'8.nged in such a manner the c�mpany has fewer problems 
• 
in tranaporting goods from one plant ·to the other. 
At the time of moving to Effingham, Norge was � sub­
sid&.I'Y of the Borg-Warner Corporation. Norge occupied a 
plant vacated by the Vulcan Corporation. This firm moved 
to Wisconsin in 1945. Norge has mo1·e than tripled the , . 
size of the plant . 
Effingham acts as a central distributing point for the 
fit"l'll' s manuf,.ctured products . No1•ge added four huge wa�·e­
hous�s for siorage in 19.50. · These warehouses we1•e buil't 
to take .. adva�tage of Effingham• s cent1•al location . Not•ge 
Fig. J-4 
LOCATIONS OF ,EFFINGHAM 
AND HERRIN, ILLINOI S ,  
RELATIVE TO US 45 • 40 ,. 
ILL )7, THE ILLINOIS 
C ENTRAL RR AND THE 
PENN-CENTRAL RR -� 
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CHICAGO 
ILLINOIS 
CENTRAL 
RAILROAD 
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Fig. J-5 - SHIPMENT OF MANUFACTURED GOODS . ( IN %) OF 9 SELECTED 
EFFINGHAM INDUSTRIES � . .  
BY RAILROAD - 0 10 "20 JP 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 I' 
NORGE 0 0  10 0 0 0  I I 
ILLINOIS GLOVE NUNt; 1'4Vl'4C 
' NON� BEST HOMES NUl'i� 
BOOS BLOCK 10 (J IU Cl I I 
EF INGHAM REGRIND . NONE NONE 
•FEUERBORN CHURCH NONE 
NONE 
B & L NOT , .PPLI1 �ABLE I 
CROSSROADS PRESS NOT , �PPLICJ\BLE I I I/ I 
PEERLESS OF AM. NU'l' . U:"t'Li NONE 
PRIOR TO· INTERSTATES ·0 0 0 
I I J..AHLJ:; 
0 () 00 0 0  n o  0 0  o n  
.. 
I 
I I I I 
AFTER INTERSTATES I 1 I ; 
BY TRUCK 0 . 10 20 JO 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
NORGE I 0 0 
I I I I I I 7 7 I I I I I 7 
ILLINOIS GLOVE 0 () o o In n o n  0 0  n o  0 0  I I I I I/ I 7 I I I I I '/ I 
BEST HOMES o a  IC) U () 0 oo 0 0  (-:? (l () (l I I I/ I If I I I I I I I J I 
BOOS BLOCK 0 () 0 0  0 0  :o o 0 0 I() 0 0 0  I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
EFFINGHAM REGRIND. () 0 00 () () �J 0 IU 0 () () IC) 0 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
FEUERBORN CHURCH 0 0  100 0 0  0 0  0 0  0 0  00 
I I I I I I I I I /. I I I I I 
B & L NOT J �PPLI1 �ABLE I I . .  I I I I 11 I I I I I I 
CROSSROADS PRESS NOT , PPLI1 �ABLE I I I I I I I I .�/ I " " 
PEERLESS OF AM. l'4U'.[ , � .t' .t' "'.L � i\OJJ.C. rr1 - ' I I I I ./ ., I I I I I I 
DATA SOURCE1 INTERVIEW WITH .PLANT MANAGERS ,  JUNE 19?1 
7 7 I I 
0 0  O U  0 I I I I I 
in C) n n  () () 
I I I I I I 
:oo 
I I I I 
0 () 1 7 . .  
0 0  u o  00 
I I ·/ I I I 
I 
I I I I I 
-
I I I I I I 
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products were shipped by railroad in the past . ( Fig. J-.5 )  
As early as :l.948 this c ompany had an excellent system for 
loading· freight oars . Rails · were lai d through the center 
� ) 
of the warehouse . Freight cars could be loaded from e ither 
side simultaneously . 
Aft�1· the completion of the Inte1•state System in the 
vicinity of Effingham, Norge began to ship i t •  s p1•oducts 
by ti•uck . . ( Fig. J-.5 ) La1•ger trucks and better loading 
facilities for the traile1• in c onnection with the Interstate 
System permit fast et• handling and shipping. Today 90% of 
the c ompany ' s  manufacturect goods are shipped in all directions 
l 
by truck. Previously Norge shipped·! 90% of it' s products 
by rail1•oad . ,, The Interstate System apparently has affected 
the method of shipment of manufactured goods of this firm 
by 11\aking av•ilable an even bette1• means of distrj,.bution 
· than bet ore . I 
As i a manufacturer of electrical appliances Norge uses 
great tuantities of steel. Steel has been delivered to the 
company 1 by t1•uck ever since its e stablishment in Effingham . 
This c oqipany.' has taken advantage of the central location of 
Effingham relative to the highway system . Approximately 
' 
20 yeai•s ago . the steel was received in stacks of individual 
sheets . "  Today the steel is 1•eceived� in continous length 
i•olls . Norg• i•eceives 90% of its 1•aw mate1•ial by ti•uck .  
(Fig. J·6) 
1 .  Interview with MI•. Ken Bosley, Directo1• ot Personnel ,  
Norge Division, Pedde1•s Co1•po1•ation, June 1971 
' 
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Fig. J-6 - RECEIVING RAW MAT.ERiAL ( IN %) BY 9 SELECTED EFFINGHAM 
INDUSTRIES 
" 
BY RAILROJ\D . . 0 ' 10 20 JO 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 • 
0 I NORGE .. -
"'NON,._, ' ILLINOIS GLOVE - .. . " N I•, . .  
f ' --·-
BEST HOMES n n  , () (") () () () 0 () 0 n o  no· " I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I Cl {) ' ' BOOS BLOCK .. I r ' 
EFFINGHAM REGRIND NONE NONE 
FEUERBORN CHURCH''. NONE 
I NONE 
B & L .
. NOT ilPPLI CABLE ' ' "'NUNE 
CROSSROADS PRESS NOT . llPPLI CABLE 
" NUNE 
PEERLESS OF AM. HUT i 1Pl" ,1 .Jj\ HI tt " "'NUNE 
I 
PRIOR TO INTERSTATES 000 AFTER INTERSTATES 
I I I I I j 
BY TRUCK 0 
I 
10 20 JO 0 50 4 6 0 70 80 90 l01l 
.. 
NORGE j 0 0  100 0 0 0 0  n n  0 0  0 0  :/ I J I I J I I 7 7 I I I I 
ILLINOIS GLOVE 0 0  GU 0 0  0 0  o n  0 0  10 0 ' I I I I I I I I 7 7 I 7 I I ' 
BEST HOMES 
I 0 0  00 00 ' 7 7 77 I I 
BOOS BLOCK [) () () ( } f,� u ') u ,() () ()(} IN () 7 7 7 7 I I I I 1 �, 7 I I I I .. 
EFFINGHAM REGRIND. 0 0  0-0 O o  () 0  0 0  0 0  00 / I I/ I I I I I I/ / I I I I 
FEUERBORN CHURCH� 0 0  00 0 0  o· Q :> 0 0 0  0 0  I I I 7 I I I/ I ·1 I I J I/ J 
B & L NOT J PPLI1 tABLE 
I I I I J '/ I I I ) 7 l 7 I I I 
CROSSROADS PRESS NOT J PP.Lll �ABLE . 1 7 71 I I I I ll 7 7 
PEERLESS OF AM. NU1' J �PLl' ft RT.I<'. 7 I I I I I I I .J I I I I I . . 
DATA SOURCE1 INTERVIEW WITH PLANT MANAGgRS , JUNE 1971 
0 0  0 0  0 
I I 7 7 J 
0 0  () 0 () I I 7 7 7 
()() I I 7 7 
00 
I /  
0 0  E) 0 <2> 0  
I I J 7 I I 
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" r 
Steel is shipped on trucks to this firm :for several reasons . 
Storage of the steel until ready for use is a problem. The 
I 
warehouses a1•e used for fini8hed goods. We ight of the steal 
I I 
1•olls p1•evente rapid handling. Trucks cannot deliver the 
) 
steel rolls in the great quant ities possible in freight 
cars so unioading is not critical problem. 
I 
As is the case of most cities with a large percent of 
I.. , 
it ' s  people employed in industry , Effingham' s  economic pulse 
can be relt by measuring it ' s  industry. Norge with l , J20 
employees leads .�Effingham! s industx�ies in total payi•oll. 
The Interstate System has attra:cted ·new industry to Effingham. 
These indust1•ies did not reduce the number of employees of 
I I 
Norge but did reduce the percent of industrial employees 
at Norge . · This ' in turn reduced the percentage of Norge • a ) 
impact on the e0onomy of Effingham. { Fig. J-J , J-7 , J-8) 
I 
Using the formula NE kNumber of employee s )  X $) . 00 per 8 ours per day 
I. ,., 
hour X 260 working days per year, a total payroll can be found . 
' 
The amount of $) . 00 pei·· houi• was used after interviewing 
I ' \. 
Mr. Holt of the State of Illinois Eoiployment Office located 
� ;.. 
in Effingham on June lJ , 1972 • . 
The payroll of Norge represented a to'tal of 69 . 8" of 
I . r 
industry ' s  tota1 payi•o11 pt•ior to the construction of the 
Interstates. { Fig. J-7 ) This percentage was appreciably 
t· 
reduced to 59. 1� after the · Interstates were completed in the 
I , 
vicinity of Effingham . New indu�ti•y acQ·ounted fo1• this 
I 
reduction in pe1t9centage . ( Fig. )-8 and ,J-9 )  
I llinois Glove C ompany was established in Effingham 
in 19) ) .  The company apeciali�•s in the 11anufactut•e of a 
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Fig • . )-7 - DISTRIBUTION OF PAYROLL - 12 INDUSTRIES 
EFFINGHAM , ILLINOIS PRIOR TO CONSTRUCTION 
OF . INTERSTATES 51 AND 10 
... 
STONE,  CLAY �ND GLASS PRODUCTS - H . A . &D .L .  - . 5 )% 
TRANSPORTATION - EFFINGHAM REGRINDING -- ---- .-63% 
FURNITURE AND FIXTURES -- - - -- -�--- - - -- - - - -�- 1 . 56% 
FEUERBORN PHURCH - -- --- --- - - - - - - - - � -- - ---- l . JO% 
LUSTIG CABINET - - -- - -- -- --- -- - -- - - - - - - - - - - . 26% 
I 
ME,TAL INDUSTRIES - 71� 0% 
I NORGE - --- - --- - 69. 8% J 
BAN TOOL -- ---- • 53% 
CHEMICAL AND . ALLIED 
PRODUCTS --- -- - - 6 . 1% 
EFF-CLAY FS  - 2.J% 
EFF EQ ------ 2.6% 
GOODLIFE -- 1.2" 
LEATHER AN 
LEATHER 
PRODUCTS 
DATA SOURCEt COMPILED BY THE AUTHOR AFTER INTERVIEW WITH 
MR .  HOLT , ILLINOIS EMPLOYMENT SERVICE, 
·- · EFFiNGHAM , ILLINOI S ,  JUNE, 1972 
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Fig. J-8 - DISTRIBUTION OF PAYROLL - 15 INDUSTRIES IN 
EFFINGHAM - 1971 
• ,  
STONE, CLAY AND GLASS PRODUCTS - H . A . &D . L .  - . 44% 
TRANSPORTATION - EFFINGHAM REGRINDING ------ . SJ% [---- " MACHINERY ELECTRICAn - ·PEERLESS OF AMERICA Ml . 2% 
METAL INDUSTRIES - 60, 0)% 
NORGE ----------- 59. 10% . 
BAN TOOL -------- . 44% 
B&:L ------------- . 49% 
FURNITURE & FIXTURES l . J2� 
FEUERBORN CHURCH - 1 . 10� 
� LUSTIG CABIN� --- .22� 
CHEMICAL & ALLIED -- PRODUCTS --- S . 2% 
EFF-CLAY FS2 . 0% 
EPP EQ -- 2 . 2� 
GOODLIFE 1 . 0" 
EATHER AND 
AT HER 
PRODUCTS • 
LUMBER AN 
OOD PRODUCTS 
9 . 6% ; 
BOOS BLOCK - 2 . 9% 
,. BEST HOMES - 6 .  7% 
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING 
CROSSROADS PRESS 
lJ . 0% 
DATA SOURCE1  ;.COMPILED BY THE AUTHOR AFTER INTERVIEW WITH 
MR .  HOLT , ILLINOIS EMPLOYMENT SERVICE ,  
·. . � EFFINGHAM, ILLINOIS , JUNE, 1972 
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Fig. J-9 - INDUSTRIAL PAYROLL IN EFFINGHAM , ILLINOIS 
( ESTIMATED) PER DAY - ANNUALLY - % OF OLD 
PAYROLL - % OF NEW PAYROLL - % OF TOTAL PAYROLL 
FIRMS (OLD) 
NORGE 
PER DAY 
Jl 680 
ANNUAL % OF OLD % OF TOTAL 
ILLINOIS GLOVE 4 200 
BEST HOMES J 600 
BOOS aLOCK 1 560 
EFFINGHAM EQUITY l 200 
EFFINGHAM•CLAY FS 1 080 
FEUERBORN CHURCH 624 · 
·GOODLIFE CHEMICAL 552 
EFFINGHAM REGRINDING 288 
BAN TOOL 240 
H . A . & . D . L .  240 
LUSTIG CABINET 120 
TOTAL ( FIRMS 12) 45 )84 
FIRMS (NEW) i1 
CROSSROADS PRESS 7 200 
eEERLESS OF AMERICA 720 
B & L I '( . 264 
TOTAL ( FIRMS J )  8 184 
' 
GRAND TOTAL ( 15 FIRMS ) 
· i SJ 568 
8 236 800 69 . 8  
l 092 000 9 . 2  
936 000 7 . 9  
405 600 J . 4  
312 000 2. 6 
220 800 2. J 
1.50.240 l . J  
143 520 1 . 2  
74 880 .63 
62 400 . 5) 
62 400 . 53 
31 200 . 26 
11 799 840 96. 65 
.. 
1 872 000 
187 200 
68 640 
2 127 840 
.�J 927 680 
2E OF NEW 
87. 9  
8 . ? 
J. 2 
99 . 8  
. . 
DATA SOURCBt COMPILED BY THE AUTHOR AFTER INTERVIEW WITH " 
� MR .  HOLT, ILLINOIS EMPLOYMENT SERVICE, 
EPPINGHAM , ILLINOIS ,  JUNE, 19?2 
.59 . l  
1 . a  
7 . 8  
2. 9 
2.2 
2 . 0  
1 . 1  
1 . 0  
. SJ 
. 44 
. 44 
. 22 
84.4J 
lJ.O 
l . J  
. 49 
99.22� 
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variety of leather gloves tor farm , '1ome and industry. In 
the ·recent p�et it has started to ma�ufa�ture jackets under 
its own brand name as well as for other brand name s .  
• I 
Illinois Glove has not a.hipped 1 t • s products by ra.il-
1 
1•oad ln any measureable amount . The . weight and size of the 
manufactured products of this firm is shipped more c onvenient-
ly by truck. ( Fig J-5 ) 
,. 
Illinois Glove ls located on U . S .  Highway 45 near down-
1 ·I I 
town Effingh� . ( Fig. J-1) In this location the firm would 
be forced to· handle products twice if rail shipment was 
used.' 1 
Illinois Glove has plants in Bellrdstown, Cst•bondale and 
Metropolis with a ware�ouse in Champaign-Urbana . u.s. 1 
I . 
Highway 45 and Illinois Highway 37 are main arteries connect-
ing these plants .  Interstate 57 has� enhance this c ompany ' s  
method of transport . Excellent north-south routes have made 
I 
tor easier opet•ation. 2 (Fig. J-10) � 
Employees of Illinois Giove reside in the City of ' 
Effingham and the surrounding stnalle1• c ommunitie s .  Workers 
do not· c ommu�e from greater distances as in the case of Norge . 
Since women c omp1•ise . 90% of Illinois� Glove • s work force •: they 
avoid travelling long distai:i�es to and from work because 
I 
�ddi tional tilme u�ed in travelling to and �1·om work is ne�d•d 
to .perf'o1tm domestic cho1•es .  3 
1 .  In1;e1•vi1tw with manage1• of Illinois Glove C ompany , June 1971 
2 .  Ibid 
) ,  Ibid 
. . " 
Fig. J-10 · 
LOCATION OF ILLINOIS 
GLOVE COMPANY , 
RELATIVE TO US 45 , 40, 
ILLINOIS JJ, J7 AND 
INTERSTATES 57 AND 70 
S'P. LOUIS,  
MISSOURI 
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ILLINOIS 10 
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JJ 
CHICAGO 
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IGN• . 
TERRE H UTE 
INDIANA 
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lllinoi$ Glove has been consist�ntly stable as an 'm­
ployer pV'e1• the years . I t •  s share o'f the industrial payroll 
was 9 .  2" pri!'o1• .to  the construction o'f the Interstates.  New 
industry has 1•educed this to 7 .  8�. This pe1•cent of the 
indus·trial payroll totals $4 ,200 per day 01• $1 , 092 , 000 
annually . (Figs • . 3-9, 3-7 , 3-8) 
I 
W . G .  B$st moved to Effingham in' 1952 . Effingham' s  
oent1•alized location and the lack of labo1• problems ex­
perienced in· it ' s  previous location were prime factors in 
this firm ' s  nee is ion to build . in Eff
:ingham. 1 Pr�viously 
Beat operate'd a plant in Peo1•ia , Ill'.linois .  This firm built 
an entirely 'new factot•y in which to manutactui•e pre-fabricated 
houses 'in Effingham. ( Fig. J-1). 
Best ships 100" of it ' s  manufaatured product by a fleet 
of tt•uoks which the f11'Ill owns . ( Fig. J-5)  Highways u . s .  
40 and 145 gave the company excellent routes in all directions. 
Interstates 57 and 70 give this firm improved i•outes for 
transpot•ting it ' s  commodity . The market for Beat Homes 
le an area in all directions within ' a radius of JOO miles 
of Effi:ngham . 2 Both trucks and railroads are used in ne­
celving raw'•materials. Approximately 60% of the raw material 
is receivedrby rail with th� t•emaining 40" coming by t1•uck. 
( Fig. 3-6) 
1 .  Inte1-v4,ew with Pei•aonnel Di1•eo�o1• , Beet Homes, E£�il'.lghalll, 
June , 1971 · 
2 .  Ibid 
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Elnploye�s of Beet are both skilted and unskilled .  ,. In 
a plant operation of this type , men are found in greate1• 
numbe1•s than" women . . Best employs 159 people of which 99� 
are men. These men work primariiy in the plant proper . An Ii , 
office force n consists of some men an� the remaining 10" 1 
of the force,. a1•e women. The City ofn Effingham is the hqme 
of SO� of these employees .  The remaining 50% reside in the 
rural areas .-.nd the sui•1•ounding �mallet• c ommuni tle s .  
Boos Blpck is one of Effingham' s  older industries . 
Founded , in 1�87, it has only rarely �xperienced work st9,p­
pages of any11 natur e .  The company manufactu1•es meat cut ting 
blocks as it� s primary produc t .  In addition it manufac�ui·es 
a 'fariety of i:wooden blocks to be use� as � base fot• cutling. 
The ma1•jet for Boos Productr, isl- �tionwide . Effingham• s 
�ocatlon on µ . s � · �ighways 40 and 45 pave given Boos Block 
the opportunity to ship ln all di1•ec1ions with compa1·ative 
ease . The f�I"lll ships 9�"· of it• s finished products by 
c ommon cai:ritu.• . (truck) The remaini.,g 10% is shipped by 
rail with a j'e1-y small part of the lt?% shipped by bus and 
parcel post . � ( Fig. J-5) The Inters�ate System has very­
definitely benefited this firm. Impttoved shipping routes 
have enabled o1 the company to give bet�er and faster customer 
service •' Tht additional benefits have also caused an in-' 
crease of ne• busines s . 1 Boos has n,t c hanged it ' s  method 
ot rece�ving �raw .mate1•ial. It 1�ecei 1es app1•oximately 8Q% 
ot. it ' s rinco.ing mate1•ial, prima1•ily 1lumbe1•, by t1•uck. (fig. )•6 ) 
1 .  In�.ervi•w with Plant· Manage.1• , Bqos Block, June 1971 
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Booe e�ploya 65 people of whic}ll 57 are men. This ·1c om­
pany has retained some employees fo"/1 many yeai•e . Approximate­
ly 70?' of these employees reside in nEffingham . The JO" 
that do not J reside in the closer surrounding c ommunities 
and the rural Effingham area. · All women employed by Boos . . 
are office }te1•sonr)el. T.he type wol'j pel'formed and the ·use 
of machines of this firm do not lend themselves to •opera­
tion by women. 
Feuerborn Church Furniture fo1• ·many years was Effing­
ham •  a o14es1fl industry . Founded - in 11878 it operated c ontin­
ously as a �amily ente1•prise until 1971. · Feuerborn' s mar­
keted their ·product coast to c oast . " Company owned trucks 
transported !almost the entire outpu� of the factory . ( Fig. 
J-5 )  A ve1")'1 minimal amount of the p't•oduction was shipped 
parcel 'post .r· The plant :was geared tb produce one order ' at 
a time . · When completed an entire cl'iurch would be furnishe d .  
Peuerborn ' s  icrews assembled the furniture on location. 
Operating in this manner .the c ompany·! did not necessarily 
need the exolellent transportation routes of Effingham . · · 
Interstates r�7 and 70 .had no effect :on Feue1•born • s Chur�h 
Furniture , one way or the other. 1 Technological advance s ,  
merger of c ompeting companies and reduced interest in religion 
played 1mpo1•rtant t•oles in causing thd.s fi1•m to cease ope1•a­
tione . 
1 .  In�e1"Vi•w with co-owne1• , June 1971 
2 .  Ibid 
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Feuerborn ' s  �mployed JO men at the peak of it ' s  operation • 
. 
.
. 
No women other than one part time office girl were employed.  
These employees lived in Effingham a�d the two neighboring 
c ommunities of Teutopolis and Sige l .  At the time of closing 
the number of Feuerborn' s employees �d dwindled to 15 • .. 
The employees eat•ned 1 . .3% of the indqstrial pay1•oll p1•ic>;:1' 
to new industry coming to Effingham. New industry plus cut­
backs in the . number of employees reduced this to 1 . 1� when. 
the plant closed. ( Figs. J-7 and J-12 ) 
The second of Effingham• s two furni tui•e firms is Lus­
tig' s Cabinet Shop. A fami'ly type operation specializing 
in producing: ioustom cabinets . The entire work force con­
sists of 5 employee s ,  all of whom live in Effingham or 
Teutopoli s .  
The . ma1'ket for this small firm d. s  90% local. Some 
work is. aol<t: and shipped to closer surrounding communities 
and Centr&l .Illinois .  Delivery is 11\Bde by company owned 
vehicle'S .  P:ederal roads including t.Jhe Interstates are not 
a major· fact-or in the operation of t.his firm . 
Lu·stig !Cabinets does not have ar: great impact on the 
economy1 o� E!ffingham . Employees of r1the firm are probably 
the only pet11Sone apt to feel any eoonomio lose if the firm 
cloaed. 1 Only . 26� of the industrial payroll was met by I 
Lustig .befo!le the Interstates . ' Thi� is now . 22% of the 
total industrial payi•oll. ( Figs. J-7 and J-8 ) 
Effing)µun has three firms in tlle Chemical and Allied 
Produc�e ca�egot•y . They a1•e the Effingham Equity• 
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E:t'fingham Clay PS , and· Goodlife Chemical.  ( Pig • .J-1) 
The first two are farmer owned co-ops. Goodli:fe Chemical 
specialiges :in sprays , c hemicals , and insecticide s .  
These firms are not of an industrial nature insofar 
as actually ;manufacturing raw materilal into a finished pro­
duct . The no co•ops do blend fertillize1•s to meet epec·ifica­
tions . Effingham Equity markets fertilizers under it ' s  own 
brand name of " Planters" .  The closE:t1 relationship to indust1•y 
with the blend-ing of' :fertilizers, the number of employees 
and the tot�l payroll prompted the �uthor to include tllese 
three f.i1"me t•in the chapter on indust1•y . 
. . . . 
The thi�ee firms employ a total ''of 118 persons . The 
two c o-'ops acc ount for 50 and 45 employees for a t�tal 'of 
95, with Go�dli:fe Chemical employing 2 3 .  ( Pig • .J-3 ) These 
employees reside in Effingham , the ne ighboring c ommunities 
and the suri•ounding i•u1•al area. . 
Together .these firms account fer 6 .1� of the . industrial 
payroll . Pl•ior to new industry this was .5 .  2%. ( Pigs. · J-7 , 
3-12 and 3-9) These firms have thelr own fleet of true ks .  
In the " ease r· of Effingham-Clay FS , mil.ny ot the vehicles are 
privately owned with the owners doubling as salesmen. ' 
Effingham Equity does ship eom$ material , primarily gt'li.in , 
by railroad� ( Fig. 3-5 ) 
These emall industrial firms ai•e included in the 12 
establishedr. in Effingham befo1•e the· Inte1•states. They employ 
a total of 191 persons., (Pig. J-3 ) r. and c ontribute . 1. 41" 
to the' tot� indust1•ial payroll. 
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Effing�am Regrinding • . ( Fig. J-l.) the first of these 
three emallt f1rme reconditions automotive parts . It em­
ploys elevefl people . This firm must train it ' s  employees 
in the opet•ation of the various machines .  All eleven of the 
employees lj.va either in Effingham Qr Teutopolis. 
In the \ opinion of this firm . tlJ.e Interstate has hinder-
ed it • s operation. Good ·freight connections are not fo1•th-
c oming. A fiJhipment to the south mutJt f it•st go to the east 
01• to the west . In the past , direct shipments could be 
made in all�directions . Approximately 6% of the market is 
local. · The 1 majority of the remainimg 94% is an area within 
sixty miles rot Effingham. Shipment �,is made by common c·arrier. 
UPS, Parcel �1Post , and bus carry. app�oximately 20% with ·itx•ucks · 
carrying th� remaining 80%. 1 
Ban Tool. (Pig. J-1) the second of the three smalli 
firms manufactures form tools fror the machinery industry . 
The ·ten perq"Ons employed ,  reside in llEffingham and the srui•-· 
rounding area. Shipment is madle by rcorrunon carrier. UPS 
and Pat"Ce l P.ost • 
H . A .  9.l}d D . L .  C o . • ( Fig. Ji-1) ire a family type operation. 
The fi1'Dl does zinc-plating and manufactures sewer tile ." It · 
employs ten •persons . The entire ou't}>ut of tile is shipped 
by truck in �ll directions . 
· Thl•ee indust1•'1es est�blished iii Effingham aftet• the 
const1•uction· of Inte1•stat.ea · 51 and 10 .  They are C1•oaa1•oads 
l .  In�erview wi�h Plant Manage1•, .. June 1971 
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Press , B & L Clutch and Peerless of A)Jlerica. ( Fig. J-1) 
I 
These three f-inns have had an �mpact on Effingham• s economy , 
Not only\ have ... more jobs been provided, ( Fig. J-J) but in-. ' 
' ' 
dustry has be,oorne more diversified. �11 three industrie� 
are new in the type of work which is done . Printing in 
I • 
Effingham bef,ore Croeeroads Pt!ess arrt ved was limited to 
newspapers and small jobbers . B & L Clutch, though small , 
added to the .diversification . This firm �ufactu1•ee clutch 
plates used in bussee . Peerless of Ame1•ica manufactures 
copper tubingi: fo1• a variety of uses. r, 
Ci•ossroada Press is the largest of the three new firms , 
(Pig. J-J) T)le company established ip Effingham in 1969l. 
It moved intq< an entirely new plant on the southern edge•: 
of Effingham'.e industrial park. ( Pig. J-11 ) The firm prints 
publicat1ions °PY oont1•act .  C1·ossroads; Press has no local 
market . , All publications are shipped< to various cities 
in all direct4.ons . Shipment is divided equally between 1. 
railt•oadr and truck oarriet•s . ( F�g. J�5) This company re­
ceives 90% ofi all paper by rail. · · ( Fig. J-6 ) The pape1• is 
received•1 in fi•eigh:t cars loaded to 100 , 000 pounds per cai• 
and the firm '1Ses ten cars pe1• day • 1 � 
Croasro¥s Press employs JOO people . The company 
expects 1;hia .numbe1• to double within J years. These jobs 
account for 8,V . 97% of new indust1•ial jobs in Effingham. 
-( Pig. J-3 ) T�is firm contributes 1J% of the total industrial 
. 1 .  . Inte1"1ie� with Plant Managet•, June 1971 
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Fig. J-11 - EP.FINGHAM' S  INDUSTRIAL PARK WITH THREE NEW INDUSTRIES 
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Fig. )-12 - DISTRIBUTION OF PAYROLL �. J INDUSTRIES IN 
EFFINGHAM , ILLINOIS ESTABLISHED AFTER 
CONSTRUCTION OF INTERSTATES 57 AND 70 
MACHINERY 
ELECTRICAL 
PEERLESS 
OF 
' AMER.IC 
PRINTING AND PUBLISHINa 87 . 9% 
CROSSROADS PRESS 
METAL 
INDUSTRIES 
B&L 
DATA SOURCE1 COMPILED BY THE AUTHOR IAFTER INTERVIEW WITH 
MR .  HOLT OP THE ILLINOIS EMPLOYMENT SERVICE , 
EFFINGHAM ILLINOIS, JUNE, 1972 
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payi•oll of Effingham. ( Fig. J-8 ) It accounts for 87 . 9% 
r . � . 
ot the new industrial payroll in Effingham. ( Fig. J-12 ) 
, 
E)nployet's of Ct•osst,'Oads P1•ess reside in Effingham. ' . t· 
Very few commute from .the neighboring communitie s . 1 The 
I ··11 
work force is comprised of 85% men and 15% women . All em-' r · .  . :i· .. 
ployeea are trained in the plant . J>i•inting presses require 
r 
operation by a person with some skill. The firm trains r 
1 t • e own emp�oyees.  . 
In addL�ion to industrial. jobs this firm has also 
·contributed to other. a1•eas of Effingham' s  economy. On es-' � 
tablishing in Effingham , 50 employees came with the firm. 
These 50 people have purchased· an es�imated $1,500 ,000 . 00 
worth of rea� . es�ate . In some case s r. the employees buil� new 
homes.  
In the �pinion of Crossroads PI·•ss , Interstates 57 · and 
70 were rthe prime factors in establishing in Effingham. 
Without na doubt the firm would not have moved to Effingham 
without the lnterstates. 2 Othe1; factors were considere d .  
Among them a�e the railroads and the r,potential improvements 
at the airpo�t . Lake Sara guarantees Effingham a good water 
supply . 'i Thi111 was also considered.  J 
Th• sec4'nd largest of the three 1 .new firms is Peerless 
ot America . ··This firm too established in Effingham in 1969 ., 
1 .  Inte1-v1.- with Plant Manage1•, June 1971 
2 .  Ibid 
) . Ibid 
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in a new plant in Etfingham' e  lndust1�ial park. ( Fig. J-11) 
Peerless of America has JO employees of whom 20 are men 
and 10 are women. These employees make up 8 . 79f. of new in­
dustrial jobs in Effingham. This is i·educed to 1 .  J4" when 
all indust1•ial jobs are included .  ( Flg. J-J) These jobs ac­
count for 8 .  7% of t.he new payroll but only 1 .  J" of the total 
industrial P2'Yroll in Efffingham. · ( Fig. J-9) 
Peerless 1of America manufactures copper tubing for a · 
variety of uses . It ma1•kets 80% of it • s product in the Mid­
west with 20,C' shipped east. There is! no ma1•ket to the west 
of E:ftingham. l 
This· fi1•1111 ships 100% o:f it' s products by truck.  ( Fig.  J-S )  
I t  receives all raw materials by truck. ( Fig. J-6 ) With 
all shipping and receiving done by trucks , Interstates 5? 
and 70 would seemingly hel.P this firm . Howeve1• no one reason 
was given as :t;o why Peerless of America established in Eff­
ingham . . Any 11•easons there were are oonsidered personal by. the 
' . . 2 management Of4 Peerless ot Ame1•ica. 
The �mal:test ot the three new firms is the B & L Cluitch 
Plate Company·. This :firm established in Effingham in 1967. 
This makes 1 t• the oldest of Effingham•' s newer industries11. 
It is located: in a new plant in Effingham• s industrial park. 
( Fig. J-�l) fl'he firm manufactures clutch plates fo1• bueaes 
and trucks . 
1. Inte1-vieWJ with Plant Manager·, June 1971 
2 .  lbid1 
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This f it"m employs 11 people . Four of these people came 
with the !i11n to Effingham. This re'Ciuced the number of new 
jobs made available to local people. The payroll however 
accounts fo1• ) .  2:' of new indust1•y and • 49" of total industry 
in Effingham. ( Fig. J-9 ) 
B &c L is a family own·ed operatioh. It established in 
Effingham because of labor :problems 1n it • s p1•evious loca­
tion. As is stated in several instances., Effingham is and' 
has been t•elatively free of labo1• disputes . Possibly this 
trend may change with an increase of1 industry of all types . 
CHAPTER III 
SERVICE STATIONS AND TRUCK .STOPS 
IN EFFINGHAM 
Afte1• th• completion of the loop around Effingham in 
1965 t1•affic on Interstate 57 and 70 became increasingly 
heavier. In dit•ect response to this • the flow of traffic on 
the older highways • U . S .  40 and 45 dec1•eased drastically. 
( Pig. 4-1 and Fig. 4-2 Overlay 1 - 2 - J and 4)  New 
service stations were built at the locations closer to the · 
Interstates . (Fig. 4-J overlay 2 )  Area I as shown on 
Figur• 4-J Overlay 2 ·c �neiate of stations built after the 
completion of the Interstates. These stations are located 
near the three Interchanges of Eff'fingham . 
A total of" i2 · new stations were constructed at the 
interchanges. · · ·One station did not open. ( Fig. 4-J Overiay 
2 )  The reason the owner did not open this station is purely 
conjecture and will not be discussed. The remaining 11 
stations are open 24 hours a day , seven days a week. 
These 11 stations apparently do not depend on Effingham motorists 
for business .. . The average estimated amount of local bueiness · 
for these stations is a me1•e 5% of the stations total business 
as depicted in Figu1•e 4-4'� The business of these stations is 
not affected by the local price l wars . , The price per gallon 
1.  Interviews with manage1•s and owners of stations located 
at the Interchanges of Etfihgham, Illinoi s ,  June 19?1 
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of gas is con�istently uniform. The major companies re-' 
ceive two cents per gallon more than the "cut-rate .. comp8:nies .  
The e.tat�ons pff the Interstates receive a lower price pe1r 
gallon of gas , Here also the major c ompanies a1•e usually 
two cents per . gallon. higher thaJ'l the �cut-rate" companie s .  
The1•e are 1 ten stations representing six major companies 
at the three interchanges .  They are s Standard , Shell, Gulf, 
Phillips 66,  Sunoco ,  and Texaco .  There are four stations 
located at Interchange #1 ( Payette A�enue ) They are 
Standard , She�l, Gul:t', and Phillips 66 . Interchange #2 , 
I llinois High*ay JJ is the location of 5 stations . Companies 
rept•esented h•re are Standard , Shell, Phillips 66,  Sunoco , 
and Texaco .  The interchange is also the location of a station 
which has not opened since it was built . Interchange #J , 
U . S .  Highway f5 is the site o:r 2 stat�ons . The Gulf Company 
.maintains one � The other is a "cut-1•ate" station known as 
Moto and is the only station o:r it ' s  type .located on the ·tm�ee 
interchanges �f Effingham. 
In &qditi�n to the 11 stations buiilt at the interchanges ,  
there are J tvuck stops • .  Union ? 6  ope:rates a truck stop at 
Interchange #�. ( Payette Avenue ) (Pig. 4-J Overlay 2 )  
Texaco Roadway t1•uck stop is situated ·at Interchange #2 . 
( Illinois Highway JJ ) ( Fig. 4-J Overlay 2 )  A third truck 
stop is being i•buil t at Interchange #2 •. , It will be known as 
Dixie Trucker� Home . It will be an outlet tor Dixie Products . 
There a1•e -108 full time jobs in all the se1•vice stations 
in E:t':t'inghaa, t1)Xcluding truck stops. . in addition there are 
us 40 
us 45 
ILL 
33 
TOTAL 
us 40 
lJS 45 
ILL 
3J 
I • 
57&70 
'OTAL 
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Fig. 4-1 - AVERAGE 24 HOUR TRAFFIC C OUNT AND PERCENT 
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. 
I 
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DATA SOURCB1 " TRAFFIC ENGINEERING, DIVISION OF HIGHWAYS, 
STATE OF ILLINOIS ,  EFFlNGHAM ILLINOI S ,  
JUNE, 1972 
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Plg.· - .4-2 - TRAPPIC ROUTES A"D TRAPPIC PLOW - 24 HOUR AVERAGE 
IN GIVBN YIARS 
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Pig. 4-2 - TRAFFIC ROUTES AND TRAFFIC PLOW - 24 HOUR AVERAGE 
IN GIVEN YEARS 
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Pig. 4-2 - TRAFFIC ROUTES AND TRAFFIC FLOW - 24 HOUR AVERAGE 
IN GIVEN YEARS 
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Pig. 4-2 - TRAFFIC ROUTES AND TRAFFIC FLOW - 24 HOUR AVERAGE 
IN GIVEN YEARS 
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Pig. 4-2 - TRAFFIC ROUTES AND TRAFFIC FLOW - 24 HOUR AVERAGE 
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Pi�. 4-J - LOCATION OP SERVICE STATI ONS AND TRUCK STOPS I N  EFFINGHAM , ILLINOIS - 1971 
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Pi�. 4-) - LOCATION OF SERVICE. STATIONS AND TRUCK STOPS 
IN EFFINGHAM, ILLINOIS , - 1971 
) / :  
T . 
J 
j8 part. timer· jobs . T}\e distribution of theee jobs is r,lati ve 
to the flow of traffic on the highways adjacent to the 
stations . ·Prio1• to these stations which were built adj$cent 
to the Interf)tates . the service stat�ons in Effingham p�·ovided 
foi• 64 full t!me jobs and 25  part time jobs . 
Six, of t�e stations in existenc�;: prior to the opening 
of the Inter�tates have been closed. ;; ( Fig. 4-J Overlay 2 )  
The owner of one of the stations mored to a new location. 
This owner m�ved from a location on U . S .  Highway 45 to a 
location of a previously built station at the junction of 
· u . � .  Highwayr.40 and 45 and Illinois ttighway J?.  (Fig. 4-3 
Overlay "2 )  . t'>ne owner reopened as a used car agency. A 
third statio� was removed and has been converted to a down­
town parking:' lot . Three of. the owne?!'s converted the it• stations 
to another automotive business, namely a wrecker service ,  an 
' 
· ai1•-condi tiolling set•vice and a small motor maintenance shop. 
· The · · jobs � in Area I ( Fig. 4-3 Ovevlay 2 )  stations have 
been initiated eince the c onstruotio� of the Interstates .  There· 
are a total of 40 full time jobe in this group of stations. 
Ten pa!tt time jobs are provided for '·local employees by . 
these statio�s . All the jobs in thi� group of stations are 
new. Howeve_, some of the personnel are not new at servi.ce 
station .. wo1•k,, These people merely m'llved with the company when 
it reloo.ated ti 
Are� II f Pig. 4-J Ove1•lay 2 )  has a total of 9 statio.ns . 
Six ot these :stations we1•e establish�d p1•io1• to the con&t1•uc­
tion ot f the int�retatee . The t•ema1n1.ng th1•ee stations �•1•• 
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built after the Interstates . were comp1leted in the vicinity 
of Effingham.r  Area II stations emplo� J7 people full time . 
Eight of thes� full time ·jobs came into existence with 
the t·ht•ee new stations in this area. · ( Fig. 4-J Ove1•lay 2 )  
' 
Ten part time1 jobs ai.·e provided for lrocal employees by these 
stations . Tlu•ee o! the pa1•t ti.me jobs are new jobs, 
Priol' to the cQ·n�truction of Interstates 57 and 70 the1•e 
were 15 stations in Are·a III . ( Fig. 4-J overlay 2 )  · Six .· 
of these stations have closed s.ince the construction· of the 
Interstates . ' The traffic flow was heavier in this area than 
any other a1•ea in .Effingham. These s:tations employ the same 
.
.
. 
number o"f pedple as they did before the Interstates were 1 bull t .  
· There are 9 stations in Area IV. · · ( Fig. 4-J Overlay 2 )  
Seven of the!lle stations were· built p1�!i.or to the construction 
of the Inters-tates. Two were bu·il  t after the Interstates 
were complete'd in the vicinity of Effingham . There are !l.J 
full time jobe in the Area IV stations , the same number as 
p1·e·-1nterstate . Eleven jobs are part1 time . 
The stations of the four areas have a business distinct 
from each oth�r. Area I has 95%" transient business wi th11 
the rema:lningi 51' being local businessl. ( Fig. 4-4) In 
several cases managers estimated as high as 98% 01• 99% oC 
• 
their business was transient. These ·(:ltations are all open 
seven darfB a ·week. Nine of the eleven stations 1•emain o·pen 
24 hours1 per �ay. The neat'ness of th�se stations to the�: 
Inte1•atates •"-th the vast amount of ti•attic on the Inte1-statee 
juetiti•• th�l hours ot these stations1. 
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Area II stations averaged 71" transient traffic and 29" 
local traffic . ( Pig. 4-4) Stations close1• to the Interstates 
(we'5t) have a higher percentage of tt•ansient traffic than do 
stations fa1•ther away from the Interstates ( east ) .  This is 
probably an 'indication that motot•ists seeking gas take ad­
vantage of the fit'St stations that they approach .  Two 
stations in Area II remain open 24 hours pet• day 7 days a 
week. Both stations at•e at the west end ot Payette Avenue , 
U . S .  Highway 40 . 
Area III·  stations depend almost entirely on local traffic . 
No station in Area III does more than 20% of' it ' s  business 
with transient tt•af'fic . The av�rage t is 87% local traffic 
and lJ% ti•ansient traffic . (Pig·. 4-4) This group ot stations 
is north of 'the Penn-Central Railroad and east ot the Illinois 
Central Raili•oad. This area is alsol the location of downtown 
Effingham, the junction of U . S. Highways 40 and 45 and 
Illinois Highway JJ.  ( Fig. 4-J Overlay 1 )  These stations 
all close prior to 101 00 P . M .  every evening. In the past nine 
ot the stations we1•e open 24 hours a1 day ? days a week .  
Area I V  stations rely on local business but they are not 
as dependent· on local traffic as the 1 stations in Area III . 
At the time 10f the completion of Int&rstate 57 in southern 
Ill�nois, the owners of these stations expect thei1• transient 
\ 
ti•aftic to ·qe reduced appreciably . At the present t.ime .. 16 1' 
of.' the traff�c in Area IV is transient. ( Fig. 4-4) In· area 
IV one station has 75� transient traffic . Two stations . have 
25� transient t1•af'fic . The 1•emaining 4 stations have less 
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Fig. 4-4 - ESTIMATED ( TOTAL) TRANSIENT-LOCAL BUSINESS FOR 
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than 20" transient traffic . Five of the stations remain open 
1 days a week while none is ope� 2� hours per day. One 
station has Qecome a repai1• garage 1•ather than a ee1•vic e  
station because of the reduction in t�·affic .  
At•ea IV "jtations will be affected, by the construction of 
more highway�, in the futui•e . The City of Effingham and the 
. . 
State of Illipois are in t:t:ie process of planning to alleviate 
the traffic " jaoas•• Qn U . S .  Highway 45 . At ·this time it is 
not known what the plane.8.I'e or hpw tpey will be accomplished. 
l 
The service stations of. Areas II , I I I ,  and IV were 
forced to cater to local traffic after the completion of the 
Interstates �hen traff.\c was routed away from their doo1•. A 
v111riety of w�ys were used to entice lpcal customers . Some 
stations giv�� a "discount" price , usually two cents per • 
gallon of ga�oline , to regular customers . Other stations 
resorted to gd. ving trading stamps . Aill but two of the olde1• 
stations now do minor mechanical repairs such as front-end 
alignment , motor tune-ups , and .,wheel l>alancing. In addi�ion, 
some of these, stations market a v8.I•iety of non-automotive 
products. 
Area · IV stations are recipients of trade from employeee 
in tt\e nearbY[: industrial area. Nearness to industrial jobs 
di•aws some o'°'C!tome1•s to these station� . Area IV stations 
are also clo��st to the newe1• industries of Effingham and 
to a rapidly :fxpanding t·e�idential ·ar•a. A new shopping 
1. · T1•aftic Enginee1•ing. Division of �ighways , State ot I.llinois , 
Effingham, Illinois June 1971 
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center is situated in this area. Traffic to and fi•om Ett- . 
I I 
ingham' s older residential areas and the shopping centet; will 
probably provide some patrons for Area IV stations • 
. ;, 
Thl'ee tt·�ck stops at•e located in Effingham near the 
, 1  
Interstates . · �·· oldest is the Union 76 Tl'uck Stop located 
f. • . 
at Intex•chan�e Il . ( Fayette Avenue ) ( Fig. 4-J Ovel'lay 2 )  
I t  was built by the Pure Oil Company in the mld-19.50' s  long 
befo1•e the Interstates were completed and late1• was sold to 
Union 76. Texaco Roadway operates a t1•uck stop at Interchange 
#2 . (Illinois Highway JJ) ( Fig. 4-J Overlay 2 )  A third 
truck
.
stop is nearing completion. It also is located at 
Inte
.
rchange #2. It will be known as the Dixie T1•uckere Home . 
Very little informations was available 1•egarding Dixie Truckers 
Home at the time of this wi•i ting. Consequently most in-
1 
formation contained in this paper will pertain to the Union 
, 1  • 
76 and Texaco Roadway Truck Stops . 
Each of �he truck stops is a complete service center. 
Each offers dining facilities , sleeping accomodations , tx•uck 
service and i�epairs , barbers and a specialty clothing sales 
department . •These truck stops cater .to truck drivers as might 
be expected. ( These two truck stops are the only two truck 
stops of any ,appreciable size between St . Louis , Missouri 
and Tert•e HaQ.te , Indiana on Intersta1>e 70 and Champaign­
Urbana and M�. Vernon, Illinois on Interetate 57.  
1 i  
The ·two 1>1•uek stops at•e aimilia1• to service stations in 
one aspect.  :They do  nearly 100� of 1>hei1• business with 
transient tl'91ftio . Manage1•a ot both t1•uck stops indicated 
that · l••• than l� of their station traffic was 
. . 
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1 
local. 
Traffic count of vehicles entering and leaving the 
truc_k stops is 1•eflected in Figure 4-5 .  At the time of writ­
ing, Union 76 had the larger number of vehicles e·nte1•ing and 
leaving the -truck atop. Howev�r the percent of increase each 
year is grea�e1• at Texaco Roadway as ., exhibited in Figures 
4-6 , 4-7 and 4-8 . When· the Dixie Truckers Home becomes 
operational this count will probably , increase .  . . . ,  
It was . indicated in the Chapte1• on motels that Inte11change 
: ·.·� 
#2 is the so,ne of traffic jams . Unless the exits and . 
� ' :1 :1 1  .� .. 
entrances at r this Inte1•change at·� modified these· traffic 
jams will probably continue and even .. grow greater in magnitude.2 
The percent of traffic increase will:1 probably justify any 
antic ipated t·e-construction at Interchange #2 . j 
There is1; no traffic count available fot• the years 1969 , 
1970 and 197� on all exits and ent1•ances of Interchange #J . 
( u . s .  Highway 4 5 ) "  ( Fig. 4-J Over lay 2 ) . The minor impo x•tanc e 
of t.his Interchange relative to · Interchanges 1 and · 2 · is •de- : 
picted in Figut•e 4-9. 
Utilization of the :tr.uck stops by vehicles is important 
by number ofrvehiclea and type of vehicles .  The DivisiQn ot 
1 .  
2 .  
) ,  
Intervie�a with Managers of Unior:i 76 and Texaco Roadway 
Truck Stops , Effingham, Illinois June , 1971 
I I ·  I; ., 
T1•atfic Enginee1•ing, Di vision of Highways , State of Illinois , 
Effl.ngh� , I llinois , June , 1971 11 
Ibicl 
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Fig. 4-5 - DAILY AVERAGE OF TRAFFIC ENTERING AND LEAVING 
UNION 76 AND TEXACO . ROADWAY TRUCK STOPS IN 
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Fig. 4-6 - PERCENT OF INCREASE OP TR�PFIC AT INTERCHANGE # 2 
JUNCTION OF INTERSTATES 5? AND 70 AND ILLIN01S 
HIGHWAY )J 
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Fig. 4-7 - PERCENT OF INCREASE OF TRAFFIC AT INTERCHANGE # 1 
JUNCTION OF INT�RSTATES 51 AND 70 AND FAYETTE AVE. 
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Fig.  4-8 - PERCENT OF INCREASE OF TRAFFIC AT UNION 76 AND 
TEXACO ROADWAY TRUCK STOPS 
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Highways , State of Illinois makes a visual count at frequent I 
intervals fo1• the purpose of r.oad maintenanc e .  By visu�l 
count over 50% of the vehicles stopping at either of the 
I 
truck stops is a multi-axle vehicle . 1 A multi-axle vehicle 
I I 
le a truck with 2 or more axles in the rear of the vehicle . 2 
1 I 
The truck stops in Effingham have provided a total of 
95 new jobs . These new jobs ar•e found in the form of station 
. 
attendants, restaurant waitresses , barbers , motel maids , and 
I 
mechanics .  Sixty eight of the jobs ar•e filled by men. 
Women occupy 1?.7 full time .jobs . Relative to industry this is 
a grea:te:r nu11Jber of employees than ls employed by the Boos 
Block Company. 
I 
As the t1�ffic flow continues to lincrease on the Highways 
in and aroun�. Effingham more and more, service will need to be 
provided by t.he service stations and ;truck stops in Effingham. 
These services are indeed an important part of the economy 
of Effingham and comprise a significant growth element of it' s 
economy . 
1 .  Traf�ic E;Jlgineering, Division of Highways , State of Illinois, 
Ef�ingham, Illinois , June 1971 
2 .  Ibid 
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Fig. 4-9 - PERCENT OF INCREASE OF TRAFFIC AT INTERCHANGE # J 
JUNCTION OF INTERSTATES 57 AND 70 AND U . S .  HIGHWAY 45 
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CHAPTER IV 
FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS IN EFFINGHAM 
r � 
The City of Effingh8.ll  has two banks . One has a 
'.! 
Federal Chal'ter, The First National Bank, the second , The 
� ' 
Effingham St�te Bank, is State Chartel'ed.  In addition ther• 
are two Savings and Loan Associations , namely, Washington 
Savings and Loan Association and the Illinois Guarantee 
Savings and Lo�n Association. ( Fig. 5-1) 
Needless to say in most economies money is of prime 
impos-t1•ance . The financial institutions in Effingham are 
appa1•ently indicators of the amount of maney available 
I I 
in the area. Both banks have purcha-sed ad joining properties 
i · 
. I 
within the last decade . These purchases have enabled 
the banks toi renovate their buildings . Major i•enovatiohs 
recently acoomplished include dri ve-d.n banking• walk-up· 
windows and :Spacious parking lots for their patrons . 
The two Savings and Loan Associations have also continued 
to grow. Both institutions have. constructed new buildings in 
new locations . ( Fig. 5-2) Illinois Guarantee Savings • 
and Loan Ass·ociation merged with a t·hird Savings Association, 
I 
Citizens Loan , only in the past1 S year.a . 
It is extremely difficult to asc:ertain how great an 
l 
impact ,:the Iintel'states al'e having on these financial ineti tutions. 
!I 
l . Inte1•view with Ml'. Hen1'Y Eve1•sman , . Vice-Pl•••ident of 
Effinghaa , State. Bank, June 1971 
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Pig. 5-1 - LOCATION . OF THE POUR FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS IN 
EFFINGHAM' - · 1965 
1 - First National Bank 
J - Etting�am State Bank 
. . 2 - Washington Savings 
and Loan Association 
J - Illinois Guarantee 
Savings and Loan 
Association 
I /! .. ..J;-.� l�:-- ·· ·_..:- ·· !;;-.-�·�� . . • 
�::;.;--� l�r 1 ' I , I 
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Fig. 5-2 - LOCATION OF TWO SAVINGS AflD LOAN ASSOCIATIONS 
IN EFFINGHAM - 1971 
1 - Washlngt'on Savings and 
Loan Association 
. . I 
I 
2 - Illinois Guarantee Savings and Loan Association 
., 
: ..... �����:$.;��==� : � -- ��·.....,,�, I 
: ' I I 
, .... -... --.....: 
However in "motel season" when · the motels are occupied to 
capacity and traffic on the Interstates exceeds 14, 000 
f 
vehicles per day ( Fig. 2-6) great am�unts of money are I 
most ' certainly exchanged. This is reflected in the rise in 
the amounts of money ·deposited in the banks . In addition, 
I 
the jobs created by new industry have an impact. once again 
� I . 
this is seen in the number of new accounts and �he growth of 
l 
the �lder accourits . 
' 
An observant traveller enterin� the main street of 
Effingham ( Jefferson) will note a tht�iving center of business. 
Well kept buildings and a clean, main thoroughfare at•e 
I 
appealing. Comparing this scene to one seen in some other 
' I •  I 
aouth-cent1•al Illinois communitie s ,  the travelle1• might ask, 
Interstates 57 and 70 are bringing busine$s to Effingham. 
I 
Commerce is growing as it always 1 has !for those cities lobat�d 
at the "cross1•oads" of traffic • .  · The commercial function 
of the Interstate Highway System 'exe1�ts a mighty force on 
the e·conomy ot the a1·ea and Effingham· in particulac . 
' 
l .  · Ibid� · 
•I 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND C ONCLUSIONS 
� 
This thesis is an attempt to discover the effects I f r 
of Interstate Highways 57 and 70 on certain aspects of the . � r 
economy ,.of t�e City of Effingham. Pl�ilnary interest is focused 
on se1•vice typ& businesses, namely motels , service stations , 
, .  
truck stops and industry . The financial institutions in 
I 
Effingham are of secondary interest . 
I 
Effingham developed into a "motel" town as a result 
I 
of traffic on u .  s .  Highway 40. There were 8 motels in . 
I r 
Effingham prior to the construction of Inte1•states 57 and 70.  
. ., 
These motels : had a grand total of 86 �uni ts. All 8 motels we1•e 
: ' I' 
situated adjacent · to U .  s .  Highway 40 . In .·"motel season" · , .  
these m�tels 1we1•e . occupied to capaci �Y ne9.l•ly six out of 
seven nights,·a week. 
The mot�l bUeiiness. �!' Effingham.� provided jobs :for 10 
people , ·,most � of whom we1•e women. The owne1•s of motels . 
apparently btlieved that little else 1 than a clean , attractive 
I 
' 
room in ··whicb to sleep was necessary ·to attract tourists . 
Hence most j4)bs were of the house-keeping type . 
With th� advent of the Federal Interstate Program, 
a drastic change took place in the motel business in Effingham. 
Seven new mo1e1s were built with a combined total of 468 units . 
Thia inc1•eas�d ·the total number of motel uni ts in Effingham 
to 554. " Pour chain motels account !01• 391 of the motel 1 units . 
The nwnbe1· ot motel jobs inci••a'eed f1•om the p1•evious 10 to 176. 
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These employees earn in · excess of $550 , 0 0 . 00 per year . 
' 
The motels constructed after the Interstates are "more·· 
than a place to sleep" . These motel owne1•s provide an 
n 
in•mote 1 i•estaurant ,  a lo':lnge or ba1• in the motel or nearby 
� � 
and .a swimming pool. 
r 
Three inte1•changee we1•e const1•ucted as the Interstates 
r • 
were built North and West of Effingh�. These are located 
at the junctions of .Fayette Avenue and Inte1·states 57 and 70, 
Illinois Highway JJ and 11".lterstates 57 and 70 , and Highway 45 
r I 
and Interstates 57 and 70 . Each of these interchanges was 
I 
developed into an · individual business �omplex. There is a� 
least 1 motel, 1 aervice station and 1 restaurant at . each 
( 1 
interchange . �  The interchanges located at Fayette Avenue and 
I . 
Illinois Highway JJ wer� . developed to a greater extent than 
r 
the one · at u � s .  Highway 45 . 
Industry in Effingham was enhanced by the Interstates , 
New industryl.was attracted . Diversification of industry 
be.came evident with the ai•1•i val of new industry . Three 
companies loeatecl their new plants in Effingham' s  industrial 
pa1•k. 0lder� industries are able to ship manufactured products 
with greaterl ease and efficiency as a result of the Interstates .  
'I  
Employment in industry rose from a pre-Interstate total 
I 
of 1 , 891 to i ,2J2 .  New industry in Effingham provides J4l 
. . 
jobs fo1• local residents 01• i•edid�nts of the ai•ea .  New industry 
has had ; an e:tf'ect on real estate in :the Effingham ai·ea. :: 
Employeea inl new indust1-y have put•ohilsed ove1• $1,500 , 00,G . OO 
wo1•th ot i•earl estate • . 
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The Interstate Highways· had a drastic effect on the 
se1•vice stations in Effingham. A total of six stations 
located on U . s .  Highways 40 and 45 closed their doo1•s to 
business as a result of the Interstates attracting traffic 
away from the older highways . Stations . located .ad jacent to 
u . s .  Highway. 40 which were operated 24 hours per day be1'ore 
the Interstates now remain open only 'during the day. Twenty 
tour hour stations are located in the areas of the intet.'changes .  
. . 
Busine.ss from transient ti•affic · was reduced to an average 
of less • than� 20% · of the total business of all stations not on 
the Interchanges .  Stations on the iJ!l1te1·changes average 95% 
ot their business as transient traffic . These owners have very 
little wor1-yn of local price wars or 1ocal competition. ' 
Servicer. stations in Effingham provide 108 full tim·e jobs 
for area resident s .  Prior t o  the Interstates this total was 64. 
These eta ti ohs also provide : the 1•esidents with 38 part . time 
jobs . Twency five of these part time jobs existed prior to 
the Interstartes . 
Truck stops in Effingham are lO'bated at the Fayette Avenue . 
Interchange �nd the Illino;s Highwayr 33 Interchange . These 
truck etops are business complexes ih themselves.  Each 
is abl.e1 to provide truck service ,  dihing arrangements , sleeping 
accomodations and some p$rsonal accamodations for the t1•uck .. 
dri ve1·s-� A total of 95 new jobs we1te c1•eated by the truck 
stops. · '  Six� eight ot these jobs u-. tilled by men , 27 ai•e 
tilled l>y WOfDen . 
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At the present time trucks do create ·a traffic hazard 
r I 
at . the 1Inte�change at Illinois Highway JJ. This is in the 
process of l;>eing cor1•ected. . Engineers of District ? , Division 
, . 
of Highways,  State of Illinois are studying methods to alleviate 
r : . .  
the pi•oblem by constructing four latje bridges and installing 
signal lights . I 
Four financial . institutions in Effingham are continuing I . I . 
their growth,.  Increased ·expe�ditures to enlarge their 
q uarters and attrac� more business �ve apparently succeeded. 
Major renov,tions , ne• buildings .an� newe1• methods of business 
have att1•acted new patrons. 'l'he downtown Effingham area ' 
reflects the ever increasing prosperity enjoyed by the 
, . . 
1•esidente of Ettingham. I .  • . . 
CONCLUSIONS 
As in the pa.st , Effingham is again a "Crossroads .. .  
Tourists ancti commercial transportati.on will continue to1 I 
focus on th� city. As traffic increases on the Interstates 
more services will be needed. 
· Effingl).am is the site of the junction of two major• 
rallroads .  ;The possibility of a major re juvenation of the 
nation ' s  railroads places Effingham with it ' s  two Interstates 
in a deelro\fs position to attract more and new industry . 
, 
The northern and western movement of service type business 
will probably continue . This in tu1-n will cause a continued 
' 
inc1•ease in rrthe value of. 1•eal estate in the vicinity of 
Effingham' a 1Inte1•statea . 
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APPENDIX A 
Questions asked in the many interviews during the 
field work pi,•eparing fol' this papa.er appear below. The 
main· points of intel'est are included. 
". l .  
2 .  
J • . 
4.  
.5 .  
6 .  
1 .  
8 .  
9 .  
10.  
How long has your firm been establi$hed in Effingham? 
If your firm. established in Effingham after 1960 , did the Interstate Highway System enter. into the picture?' 
If your firm established in Effingham after the constl'uction 
of the Interstates , what prompted the decision to 
locate in Effingham? 
How many employees do you employ? Men? Women? '. 
Do these employees require any special skills? 
Has the Interstate System affected your business 
appreciably? 
At this time . if your firm were to relocat e ,  would 
the new:. location be nearer· 'tthe interstates? 
Is your 'business affected by transient traffic? . . 
How much of you1• business is local traffic? Transient? 
Has your method of shipping and 1•eceiving changed in the 
past decade? 
